We theoretically study trapped one-dimensional Fermi gases in the presence of spin-orbit coupling induced by Raman lasers. The gas changes from a conventional (non-topological) superfluid to a topological superfluid as one increases the intensity of the Raman lasers above a critical chemicalpotential dependent value. Solving the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations self-consistently, we calculate the density of states in real and momentum space at finite temperatures. We study Majorana fermions (MFs) which appear at the boundaries between topologically trivial and topologically nontrivial regions. We linearize the trap near the location of a MF, finding an analytic expression for the localized MF wavefunction and the gap between the MF state and other edge states.
I. INTRODUCTION
Majorana fermions (MFs), exotic excitations which are their own antiparticles, have attracted a great deal of attention recently [1] . Condensed matter systems with MFs possess degeneracies that are intrinsically nonlocal, and can be manipulated geometrically. They can, in principle, be used to make a robust quantum computer [2] . Condensed matter theorists have proposed various ways to explore MFs during the past several years [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Four experimental groups have recently reported evidence of MFs in semiconducting wires on superconducting substrates [9] . In those experiments, spin-orbit (SO) coupling was important. Here we study MFs in a related cold atom system. Two groups [11, 12] have successfully generated SO coupled Fermi gases based on a Raman technique pioneered by Spielman's group at NIST [10] . Several theoretical groups have proposals for creating and probing MFs in these SO coupled Fermi gases [13] [14] [15] [16] . We build upon the studies of Jiang et al. [14] and Liu et al. [15] , which find MFs in a 1D geometry.
We study a 1D (pseudo) spin-1/2 Fermi gas with point interactions. In the presence of Raman lasers, the energy spectrum has two helical bands. We study this two-band model in a harmonic trap. Solving the Bogoliubov-de Gennes (BdG) equations self-consistently, we calculate the density of states (DOS) in real and momentum space at finite temperatures. We linearize the trap near the location of a MF, finding an analytic expression for the localized MF wavefunction and the gap between the MF state and other edge states.
Our numerical calculations extend the similar studies of Ref. [15] . We explore a larger range of temperatures, and delve deeper into the physics near the MFs. We also investigate a truncated one-band model.
One concern with mean-field calculations such as ours, is that they are unable to capture the large phase fluctuations found in 1D. As shown by Ref. [19] , the MF physics is robust against these fluctuations. Moreover, an actual experiment would be performed on a bundle of weakly coupled tubes [17] . This latter setting also avoids issues of number conservation [19] . Our 1D model faithfully describes the properties of a single tube within such a bundle when the tunneling is weak.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discuss the homogeneous gas: We start with the two-band model, and in Sec. II(A) show how it relates to a oneband model with p-wave interactions. In Sec. II(B), we describe the band structure and topology of the two-band model. In Sec. III, we calculate the properties of trapped gases: In Sec. III(A), we write the BdG equations and self-consistently calculate the order parameter and density. In Sec. III(B), we visualize the MFs by calculating the DOS in real space and momentum space. In Sec. III(C), we introduce MF operators and construct the localized MF states. In Sec. III(D), we linearize the trap near the location of a MF, finding an analytic expression for the localized MF wavefunction and the gap between the MF state and other edge states. Finally we conclude in Sec. IV.
II. HOMOGENEOUS GAS
We start from the Hamiltonian of the 1D (pseudo) spin-1/2 Fermi gases with chemical potential µ,
where Ψ(x) = ψ ↑ (x), ψ ↓ (x) ⊺ annihilates the spin-up and spin-down states. In an experiment, ψ ↑ and ψ ↓ correspond to two different hyperfine states of a fermionic atom such as 40 K. The single-particle Hamiltonian
x + E r can be engineered by Raman lasers [10] , whose intensity is characterized by the Rabi frequency Ω. The recoil momentum of the Raman lasers is
2m is the recoil energy, and σ = (σ x , σ y , σ z ) is the vector of Pauli matrices.
. At zero center of mass momentum,
In Fig. 2 , we plot V kq as a function of q. The dependence on k is weak for k k L . The interaction in Eq. (3) is separable. Given that g 1D < 0, this interaction can lead to pairing with zero center of mass and an order parameter ∆ q =
is the thermal average, k b is the Boltzman constant and T is the temperature. The mean-field interaction becomes
By virtue of the symmetry of V q , the order parameter has a p-wave symmetry ∆ −q = −∆ q . As is well established, such a p-wave superfluid may possess Majorana edge modes [4] . We will discuss these Majorana modes at length in the two-band model.
(color online) Interaction coefficient V kq versus dimensionless momentum q/kL for Ω/Er = 2. The blue (thick), green (dashed) and red (dotted) curves correspond to k = 0, 0.5kL and kL respectively.
B. Two-band model
While the one-band model connects the SO coupled gases and p-wave superconductors, we will focus on the richer two-band model in the remainder of the manuscript. Within the mean-field approach, the interaction term is bilinear
where the order parameter ∆(x) = g 1D ψ ↓ ψ ↑ is assumed to be real. Defining the operatorΨ
, the Hamiltonian can be written as,
where
The Pauli matrices σ, τ operate in the spin subspace and particle-hole subspace respectively,
The elementary excitations can be found by solving the BdG equations HW = EW . When ∆(x) = ∆ is spatially homogeneous, one can write the BdG equations in momentum space as H k W (k) = E(k)W (k), where H k is the 4 × 4 matrix produced by replacing −i∂ x → k in Eq. (7). The excitation spectrum E(k) is most simply calculated by squaring H k twice, and extracting the characteristic polynomial [7] . This procedure yields Fig.  3 , correspond to the four eigenvectors
The Hamiltonian H has the intrinsic symmetry, {H, τ y } = 1. Given two eigenvectors W p± with eigenvalues E ± , one can always construct the other two W h± = iτ y W p± with eigenvalues −E ± . We therefore denote,
The unitary condition on the 4 by 4 matrix In Fig. 3 , the spectrum is shown for a range of parameters. One important feature is the
When Ω = 0, the two positive energy bands touch at k = 0, and E 0 > 0. The gas is in the same universality class as a conventional s-wave superconductor. Increasing the Raman laser strength such that 0 < Ω < 2 ∆ 2 +μ 2 separates the two bands and reduce E 0 . At Ω = 2 ∆ 2 +μ 2 , E 0 is zero, and there is a topological transition. Once Ω > 2 ∆ 2 +μ 2 , E 0 is again positive, but the gas is no longer a conventional superfluid, instead it has a nontrivial topological invariant.
The relevant topological invariant is a Berry phase. Eqs. (12) (13) (14) (15) can be thought of as maps from the real line (−∞ ≤ k ≤ ∞) to the space of unit vectors in SU(4). One can generate a closed path by taking
The equalities follow from noting that up to phases
Given this closed path, one can define the Berry phase
In the case of a gauge which is not smooth, one would instead use
Since H has real valued matrix elements, e iγ = ±1. The Berry phase γ is only well defined if the spectrum has no degeneracies. We restrict 0 ≤ γ < 2π. For G > 0, we find γ = π. For G < 0, γ = 0. Somewhat counterintuitively the γ = 0 sector corresponds to the "topologically non-trivial" state analogous to a 1D spinless p-wave superconductor.
III. TRAPS
In this section we will solve the BdG equations for a trapped gas. The qualitative features of our results can be anticipated by treating the system as locally homogeneous: the properties at position x will be reminiscent of those corresponding to a homogeneous gas with chemical potentialμ(x) =μ − V (x). Within this local density approximation (LDA), one can define a function G(x) = μ(x) + ∆(x) 2 − Ω/2, where G(x) = 0 corresponds to the boundaries between topologically distinct regions. One expects there will be Majorana excitations at the boundaries. We will use numerical solution of the BdG equation to explore this physics beyond the LDA. Further, in Sec. III(D) we will linearize the BdG equations about the points G(x) = 0, and analytically investigate these Majorana modes, without making a LDA.
A. Order parameter and density
In the presence of a trap, we write the BdG equations in real space,
The eigenvectors W n (x) come in pairs, W p n (x) and W h n (x), which correspond to eigenvalues E n ≥ 0 and
To make contact with our previous discussion, we note that in the spatially homogeneous case, n can be represented by a momentum k n and a sign ε n = ±, so that W Fixing {μ, Ω, g 1D }, we solve Eqs. (22) iteratively. We discretize space into n grid equally spaced points, and use a finite difference method with a pseudo-spectral scheme to represent H trap as a 4n grid by 4n grid matrix. In the jth iteration, we numerically diagonalize the matrix H (j) trap with the order parameter ∆ (j) (x). We start with a constant ∆ (0) (x) = ∆ 0 . We extract the eigenvectors W (j)
n (x) and calculate the order parameter
n↑ ξ † n ξ n , where ξ n is the annihilation operator of the Bogoliubov particle. At temperature T , ξ † n ξ n = 1/(e En/k b T + 1).
Then we diagonalize H (j+1)
trap and repeat the procedure. We stop iterating when |∆ (j+1) (x) − ∆ (j) (x)| falls below a threshold. The final convergent order parameter ∆ (N ) (x) is largely independent of n grid and ∆ (0) (x) when n grid ≥ 1200. In the Appendix we explore the convergence with the real space grid size n grid . 
n ξn (solid curves) at temperatures T = 0, 0.1Er, 0.2Er, 0.3Er.
Other parameters are g1D = −0.03ErL, Ω = 2Er, λ = 4, kLL = 100, (a)µ = Er, (b)µ = 2.5Er.
The order parameters and density profiles for a gas Fig. 4 , where the dimensionless parameter λ = 4 characterizes the stiffness of the trap, and 2L is the simulation length with k L L = 100. We choose the Rabi frequency to be Ω = 2E r , and take g 1D = −0.03E r L, corresponding to the dimensionless interaction strength β = m|g 1D |/ 2 n 0 ∼ 2, where n 0 is the central density at zero temperature. For comparisons, experiments on 1D Fermi gases at Rice have β ∼ 3 [17] . If E r / = 50kHz (a typical experimental value), then these parameters correspond to a trap with small oscillation frequency ω = 2kHz. The order parameter has qualitatively different behavior if the center of the trap has one or two bands occupied. For relatively small chemical potential 2 , the center of the trap will be topologically non-trivial while the wings will be trivial. This regime is illustrated in Fig. 4(a) . The order parameter grows near the edge of the cloud. This is a feature of 1D where, due to the divergence of the low energy density of state, the interactions are stronger for lower density [21] . For µ E r + ( Ω/2) 2 − ∆(x) 2 , the center will be topologically trivial, but there will be a band of the non-trivial state further out. Here the order parameter profile is quite rich, with a central plateau, surrounded by two valleys and two peaks. The central plateau roughly corresponds to where both bands are occupied. The order parameter is sensitive to temperature. The bulk ∆ is significantly suppressed and vanishes for T 0.2E r . The density has no notable structure and is nearly independent of temperature for T 0.3E r .
B. Density of states (DOS)
The elementary excitations are encoded in the single particle Green function
and the associated spectral den-
, whereT is the time-ordering operator. A local tunneling experiment can measure the density of states (DOS) ρ(E, x) = A ↑↑ (x, x, E)+ A ↓↓ (x, x, E). This quantity gives the number of single particle states with energy E at position x. It can be understood as an application of Fermi's Golden rule to the response to a tunneling probe. Within our mean-field theory
We can similarly introduce a momentum resolved DOS ρ(E, k) = e
FIG. 5: (color online) Density of states (DOS) in real space
(left panel) and momentum space (right panel) at T = 0, 0.1Er, 0.2Er, 0.3Er from the top to the bottom, with order parameters identical to those in Fig. 4(a) . The grey (dashed) curves in the left panels is plotted with G(x) = μ(x) 2 + ∆(x) 2 − Ω/2, where the zero points of G(x) pinpoint the position of MFs. The brighter color corresponds to the higher spectral weight.
which can be measured with momentum resolved radiofrequency spectroscopy [12] . In the present case
where Fig. 4(b) . The brighter color corresponds to the higher spectral weight.
In Figs. 5 and 6 we plot the DOS for the trapped gas with the order parameters calculated in Sec. III A. We also show a dashed curve corresponding to G(x) = μ(x) 2 + ∆(x) 2 − Ω/2. The point where G(x) = 0 represents the boundary between topologically distinct regions defined in Sec. II B. For the parameters in Fig. 5 , G(x) = 0 at two locations, and we find that the BdG equations have two zero-energy modes, localized near these points. As will be discussed later, these modes may be interpreted as MFs. They are clearly spectrally separated from all other states. Fig. 6 shows the case where G(x) = 0 at four locations, representing four MFs. The right panels of Figs. 5 and 6 show the momentum space DOS. The MF modes sit in a large gap at k = 0.
As we have shown in Sec. III A, the order parameter decreases with temperature. In real space, the bulk ∆ becomes very small at T = 0.2E r , while ∆ at the edges remains large: the MFs at the edges are very clear for T 0.2E r . At T = 0.3E r , the order parameter is nearly zero and the gas becomes normal.
The evolution of the momentum space DOS parallels the real space DOS. As temperature is increased from T = 0, the gaps at large k shrink. The gap at k = 0 remains robust until T = 0.3E r .
Finally for comparison, we plot the DOS within a LDA. As illustrated in Fig. 7 , the LDA prediction for the DOS is qualitatively similar to the BdG result. The main difference is that the LDA misses physics related to quantization. In particular, the zero energy modes are not spectrally isolated in the LDA. They are, however, still located at roughly the same place in space. 
C. Majorana fermions (MFs)
Here we explore the structure of the zero-energy states seen in Fig. 5 . From our numerical solutions to the BdG equations, we have two wavefunctions
which define operators
and obey
The phases ϕ ′ 1 and ϕ ′ 2 are not unique, and the factor in Eq. (32) must be introduced to make ξ † 0 conjugate to ξ 0 . By construction these are fermionic operators {ξ 0 , ξ † 0 } = 1.
As zero-energy solutions to the BdG equations, both ξ 0 and ξ † 0 commute with H. Hence the ground state is degenerate: ξ 0 |GS 1 = 0 and |GS 2 = ξ † 0 |GS 1 . These two degenerate states can be used as a qubit for quantum information processing [2] .
The operator ξ † 0 which couples |GS 1 to |GS 2 is intrinsically nonlocal, with weight at two spatially separated points. One can however introduce operators
with arbitrary phases ϕ 1 = ϕ−ϕ
. By choosing the appropriate ϕ 2 , these operators can be made local. In particular if G(x) = 0 at x = x 1 , x 2 , then f 0 (x) can be chosen to be nonzero only near x 1 , andf 0 (x) only near x 2 .
The operators χ 0 andχ 0 obey the Majorana algebra:
They commute with the Hamiltonian.
Note, as we will use in the next subsection,
obeys the BdG equations, but the resulting Bogoliubov transformation is not unitary as it changes the commutation relations. Since
For smaller systems, coupling between these modes push them away from E 0 = 0.
D. Eigen-energies of excited states near a MF
As seen in Figs. 5-6, the MFs are localized in real space and momentum space. Thus we can calculate their properties by linearizing the trap around their locations in position space, and linearizing momentum around k = 0. As previously discussed, the locations of the MFs can be found via the LDA. There are generally four MFs, localized at x m = ±L R ±m /λE r , where R ±m ≡μ ± 2 Ω 2 /4 − ∆ 2 m , with ∆ m ≡ ∆(x = x m ). We restrict ourselves to the location of one MF, x m = L R +m /λE r . We write the linearized BdG Hamiltonian as the sum of two terms H lin = H 0 + H i ,
where sinφ = ( Ω/2 + ∆ m )/ Ω. Following the standard approach to first-order degenerate perturbation theory, we diagonalize the Hamiltonian projected into the subspace {D 1 , D 2 },
that satisfy a, a † = 1.
The eigen-equations ofH lin then become
Squaring Eq. (46) yields harmonic oscillator Hamiltonian, and allows one to read of
Not only is there a zero-energy modeĒ 0 = 0 (the Majorana mode), but there is a ladder of localized fermionic modes, whose energy spacing is proportional to λ 1/4 , and whose wavefunction components are excited harmonic oscillator states. For a homogeneous gas where λ = 0, the energy spacing becomes zero.
In Fig. 8 , we plotĒ n / √ nE r as a function of λ
(black thick curve) based on Eq. (47), and compare to the numerical results calculated from Eq. (22) . The dotdashed (red), dashed (green), and dotted (blue) curves show the energy levels of the first three excited states. We see the analytic results agree well with the numerics for small λ. For larger λ, the corrections to Eq. (44) are important, and the discrepancy between the analytic and numerical results becomes notable, especially for larger n.
At n = 0 (Ē 0 = 0), the zero-energy mode has wavefunctionū where the width σ = ∆ m LE
IV. SUMMARY
We have investigated a (pseudo) spin-1/2 spin-orbit (SO) coupled Fermi gas in a one-dimensional geometry. We first relate this system to a one-band model with p-wave interactions. We then described the band structure and calculated the Berry phase γ of the full twoband model. We found γ distinguishes two topologically distinct sectors, with γ = π corresponding to a conventional superconductor. By self-consistently solving the Bogoliubov-de Gennes equations and calculating both the position resolved and momentum resolved density of states, we visualized the Majorana fermion (MF) states in real and momentum space at finite temperatures. These spectra can be probed using the position resolved or momentum resolved radio-frequency spectroscopy [12, 18] . We introduced MF operators and constructed the localized MF states. We further linearized the trap near the location of a MF, finding an analytic expression for the localized MF wavefunction and the gap between the MF state and other edge states.
This physics can be experimentally studied in a bundle of weakly coupled tubes containing fermionic atoms [17] . By applying appropriate Raman lasers to these quasi-1D tubes [11, 12] , one can produce an array of quasi-1D SO coupled Fermi clouds. Our calculations show that the MFs can be observed in such settings. There are, however, significant experimental challenges. Most notably, the Raman induced SO coupling relies on the ability of optical photons to flip the atomic hyperfine spin. As Spielman argues [22] , if the Raman lasers are detuned by a frequency ∆ from an excited state multiplet (and ∆ is large compared to the fine structure splitting A f ), then the coupling strength Ω scales as 1/∆ 2 . (This is contrasted with typical AC stark shifts, which instead scale as 1/∆. The extra suppression is due to quantum interference between the amplitudes arising from different intermediate states.) The rate of inelastic light scattering Γ i also scales as 1/∆ 2 . The ratio υ = Γ i /Ω is therefore roughly independent of detuning. In terms of microscopic parameters, υ ∝ /A f τ , where τ is the lifetime of the excited states. For 6 Li, /A f τ ∼ 270, for 40 K, /A f τ ∼ 4.6 × 10 4 and for 87 Rb, /A f τ ∼ 1.9 × 10 5 . One sees 40 K has a much longer lifetime than 6 Li in a SO coupled Fermi experiment. The situation is even less favorable at the typical magnetic field ∼ 830G [23] where one encounters Feshbach resonances in 6 Li. The large magnetic field decouples the electron spin and the nuclear spin, and the relevant hyperfine states effectively only differ by their nuclear spin. As a result, the Raman laser couplings vanish between these states. However for 40 K, the typical resonance field ∼ 200G [24] is much smaller, and the relevant hyperfine states have larger Raman couplings. We therefore expect 40 K is a promising candidate for producing an interacting SO coupled Fermi gas.
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Within our mean-field theory, the energy of this homogeneous gas is
whereg 1D = g 1D /2L, ǫ 0 (k) = 2 k 2 2m −μ, and E ± (k) is the excitation spectrum given in Eq. (11) . The summation index k is discretized as k = − , green (dot-dashed) curves correspond to n grid = 400, 600, 800, 1000 respectively. Other parameters areg1D = −0.02Er, Ω = 2Er, λ = 0, kLL = 100, µ = Er. Fig. 9 shows E g as a function of ∆ for n grid = 400, 600, 800, 1000. We find non-trivial behavior at intermediate n grid . In particular, for these parameters and n grid = 600, the energy has two local minima, and the gap equations has four solutions, corresponding ∆ = 0 and other three stationary points. Such behavior is an artifact of the discretization, as it goes away for n grid 800. It does, however, indicate that in the presence of an appropriate tuned optical lattice, there will be metastable superfluid states.
In Fig. 10 , we show how the order parameter ∆ depends on n grid . We calculate ∆ by minimizing E g ,
We see ∆ converges to a finite value as n grid → ∞. For the simulation size n grid = 1200 used in the main text, the finite grid error is |∆(n grid =∞)−∆(n grid =1200)| ∆(n grid =∞) ≤ 12%. 
